Ordinal Directors

Across
1 Royally relinquish
6 Fresh and full of life
11 Dolly, for example
12 Close
13 Ordinal Branagh
18 That, in Russian
19 Perfect
20 Tea zone #1
21 Cardinal soda
22 Windows_
23 Manly Mexican
24 Space exploration grp.
25 Penetrated
28 Colonnade for Aeschylus
29 Fired
30 Brief holiday exclamation
31 Goes wrong
33 ___-cone
34 In summer, in France
38 Actor from M. Python
40 3rd Star Trek series, briefly (and ordinally)
42 Make one's way
44 I, to Chekov
45 Blues singer James
46 Lites each, briefly
48 Italian beauty
51 ___-Jong
52 Greek harvest goddess
53 Comp. interface
54 Less common Net suffix
55 The 39 ___ (cardinal Hitchcock)
56 Collect
59 Acronymical airline
60 Ordinal Shyamalan
61 Org. that oversees international flights
63 Consumed
64 Like Minos
65 Superlatively pure

Down
1 In pain
2 _____ death (was exsanguinated)
3 Cooked
4 “____ we trust”: motto on old Egyptian coin?
5 Tea zone #2
6 Dancing spy
7 Ninth largest Can. province
8 Ordinal Bergman
9 “Sacrifices shall be poured _____ the altar” (Deut. 12:27)
10 ___ help (is a good Samaritan)
14 Emoters
15 Satisfy electronically?
16 Cardinal 100 to Lincoln, perhaps
17 Insurance org.
25 Ordinal Polanski
27 Charged particle
29 City in S. CA
35 Exclamation of repulsion
36 Kind of fund-raiser
37 Main dish
39 Corrosive
40 Popular
41 A singular space battle
43 Toss overboard, cardinally
48 ___ help (is a good Samaritan)
49 ___-Jong
52 Greek harvest goddess
53 Comp. interface
54 Less common Net suffix
55 The 39 ___ (cardinal Hitchcock)
56 Collect
59 Acronymical airline
60 Ordinal Shyamalan
61 Org. that oversees international flights
63 Consumed
64 Like Minos
65 Superlatively pure